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A fast-growing economy, tech-savvy workforce and dynamic 
nature have turned Ireland into one of the world’s great 
commercial hubs. The country’s pro-business environment has 
also transformed it into a successful incubator for innovative 
startups, further fueling Ireland’s growth. At the center is 
Dublin, the European home to major global companies 
including Google, Facebook, PayPal, Dropbox, AirBnB, 
LinkedIn and Salesforce. All of these factors have created 
a huge demand for data centers, and Equinix is leading the 
charge.

Equinix helps companies accelerate business performance 
by connecting them to their customers and partners inside 
the world’s most networked data centers. Our Dublin 
International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data centers are 
business hubs for 240+ companies. Customers can choose 
from a broad range of network services from 60+ local and 
international providers, in addition to a number of diverse 
and rapidly growing international business clusters. They can 
also interconnect with a rich industry ecosystem of financial 
services organizations, internet and cloud service providers, 
content and digital media companies and major global 
enterprises.

Dublin metro facilities
The four Dublin-based IBX facilities are ideally situated along 
the T50 underground fiber optic telecommunications ring, 
which circles the city and serves as the primary route for 
the metro’s main electrical power sources. Equinix Dublin 
provides a total colocation space of 145,000+ square feet 
(13,550+ square meters) within the state-of-the-art data 
centers. They also offer scalable technical space, leading 
operational resiliency and world-class security.

Equinix DB3 IBX data center interior

Metro Data Sheet

Dublin Metro
Supporting a vibrant digital ecosystem at the heart of the fastest growing 
economy in the EU, with diverse connectivity options to Europe and the U.S.
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The value of interconnection
 § Interconnect with 240+ of the world’s leading organizations

 §Optimize communications and exchange data with 
enterprises and content providers, as well as cloud, network 
and internet service providers

 § Enable next-generation wide area network (WAN) 
architecture through a Performance Hub® deployment

 § Connect directly and securely to 60+ network service 
providers and 70+ cloud and IT service providers

 § Address internet peering needs with direct connectivity to 
Equinix Internet Exchange™ and INEX

 § Connect directly to some of the world’s largest financial 
services organizations

 § Easily meet compliance requirements, now and in the 
future. Our Dublin IBX data centers are highly accredited, 
and include ISO 27001 (security management), ISO 22301 
(business continuity management) and PCI DSS (card 
payments specific accreditation) certifications

Connectivity options through Equinix

Metro Connect®

Campus
Cross Connect

Where both Campus Cross Connect and Metro Connect are available between a 
pair of sites, only Campus Cross Connect should be provided.
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Reasons to believe in us

Global data centers
220+ data centers, 63 major markets, $27B+ capital invested 
in capacity/new markets, global availability 99.9999%+.

Connected
1,800+ networks, 386,000+ interconnections, less than 10ms 
latency to 90% of the population of North America, Western 
Europe, top markets in Asia-Pacific and Brazil.

Partners, customers and prospects
Blue-chip customer base of 10,000+ global businesses across 
26 countries, on 5 continents representing network, digital 
media, financial services, cloud and IT and enterprise leaders.
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